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As this rally was getting started at the beginning of 
January, the general take was that a bear market had 
started and the rally was only a bear market rally. In 
the article linked to below I made the case that the 
new rally was the beginning of a new orchestrated 
round of manipulation and that there was more to it 
than just organic trading.

Don’t Dismiss This Rally

That is exactly what it turned out to be. This forecast was not based on me being a superb. stock market
analyst which I am not. What is going on is visible to the naked eye. The stock market take over is the 
one most important ingredient needed in order to control the entire global economy as well as the lives 
of the people in it.

Today, I am reading article after article by naive intellectuals who are still using traditional dogma to 
predict a turn back down in equities. There is nothing wrong with their analysis except that at this 
particular time it is all irrelevant to what is driving the market.

In the mean time, here is what you can expect for the rest of the year or until our system of life is 
destroyed. The one thing we know for sure is that control of the stock market is not a passing thing. 
Neither is it one heck of an effort that as soon as it is finished, the bad actors will holler “Gigs Up.” and
then leave.

Controlling the stock market is about protecting the wealthiest group in the history of the world from 
the competitive forces of a free market system. That is with the lower classes of the world positioned so
that they have no way to escape it. This effort has been ongoing since just after the turn of the century. 
It was accelerated in 2006 and has become all encompassing  following the Great Recession.

So, what is the stock market going to look like until fall? You have already seen it. If you have seen one
up day you have seen them all. Is the Dow weak that day? If it is then the NASDAQ will be up. That 
relationship will be reversed over and over again. If the market is being supported but just not enough, 
you will notice the Russell 2000 will be green and everything else will be red. You have seen it 
thousands of times and you like everyone else know that an unhampered with market could not 
possibly make such methodical patterns like ones resullting from a manipulated market. I can come 
right out and say these kind of things because I don’t mike people calling me names.

The fact is that the elite now have the market cornered? What does that imply? Whoever has cornered 
the market can control its direction by buying outright without taking any risk.
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